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Resource of the Week
• Roelof Botha is a partner at one of the world’s oldest and most successful venture firms, Sequoia Capital. 
A few days before this conversation was recorded, he announced Sequoia’s boldest innovation since the firm 
was founded by Don Valentine in the early 1970s. Going forward, the firm will break from the traditional VC 
mold of fund cycles and instead, restructure around a single open-ended permanent structure named the 
Sequoia Fund. In this conversation, Patrick from Invest Like the Best and Roelof first discuss the details of this 
change from all different angles and then dive into Roelof’s career. They talk about what’s changed over the 
past 20 years, his days at PayPal, what legendary investors he’s worked with have had in common, and what 
he’s learned from being involved in businesses like Square, YouTube and Udemy. Please enjoy this conversation 
with Roelof Botha.
• Podcast link 

U.S. Equity Markets
• U.S. equities had a strong week following somewhat dovish statements from the Federal Reserve (Fed) 
paired with encouraging economic data. 
• Several major U.S. large-cap equity benchmarks, including the Dow Jones, the S&P 500 Index, and the 
Nasdaq Composite hit fresh all-time highs. 
• Within the S&P 500 Index, consumer discretionary and IT stocks were the top performers. A fall in rates and 
regulatory concerns weighed on the financial and healthcare sectors, respectively. 
• Growth outpaced value in large-caps but lagged in small- and mid-caps. Small-caps had a strong week, 
outpacing large-caps. 
• Third-quarter earnings season finished on a strong note with many companies demonstrating strong profit 
margins despite rising input costs. 
• Year-to-date, domestic equity returns have been robust across the board with the S&P 500 Index up just 
shy of 27%. 
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U.S. Economic Data/News
• The Fed announced that it will slow its monthly bond purchases at last week’s policy meeting – potentially 
paving the way for future rate hikes. Notably, the lack of specificity around the pace of the slowing of bond 
purchases gives the Fed flexibility if conditions were to change. 
• So far, the Fed indicated that it would need to see inflation metrics moderate before raising rates to help 
avoid adverse consequences. This statement seemed to be interpreted as dovish by the market, which helped 
push equities higher. 
• Economic data continued to be strong. Factory orders rose more than expected in September and October’s 
job report showed that more jobs were added relative to consensus estimates. The unemployment rate also 
fell to 4.6%, a far cry from the double-digit figures more immediately following the pandemic.

• Treasury yields were down on the week and the curve flatter on Fed expectations.
• The 10-year yield dropped below 1.50% for the first time since October, while the 30-year bond yield fell 
0.065% to 1.89% for the first time since September. 
• Last week, The Fed announced it would begin tapering asset purchases, with the timing and pace still 
heavily tied to the economic recovery.
• The U.S. Treasury also announced cuts to supply, with the 10-year note and 30-year bond both reduced by 
$2 billion apiece in the next auction cycle.
• Benchmark yields continue to flatten with the front end mostly unchanged and longer term yields up to 
0.10% lower. 
• With municipal provisions removed from the latest Build Back Better package, sensitivity to Fed actions 
will continue to drive performance for the remainder of the year.
• Municipal funds saw inflows of $603 million for the 35th consecutive week.
• Expanded fixed income commentary from Piton can be found using this link.

Credit Markets
(Perspectives from our partners at Piton Management)

International Equity Markets
• Developed international equities also rose over the week while emerging market equities were roughly flat. 
Emerging market equities have barely budged year-to-date while many other global equity markets rose by 
double-digits. 
• European equities were higher last week benefitting from strong earnings and ECB signaling that rates were 
likely to remain low in the near term.
• Japanese equities posted positive returns lifted by the victory of PM Fumio Kishida’s ruling Liberal 
Democratic Party. 

International Economic Data/News
• The Eurozone has recently been grappling with a resurgence of the coronavirus likely attributable to low 
vaccination rates in certain areas of the region paired with relaxed restrictions. 
• ECB President, Christine Lagarde recently clarified her messaging on monetary policy announcing that 
interest rate hikes next year are very unlikely and would only occur were conditions to remain favorable. 
• In Japan, the ruling Liberal Democratic Party fared much better than expected in the recent general 
election. The party retained a majority control in the influential lower house of parliament. Attention will likely 
now turn to the large stimulus package that PM Kishida is likely to draw up. The Bank of Japan is also not likely 
to follow the U.S. in removing easing efforts at the current time. 
• There were continued concerns about the Chinese property sector after another large developer, Kaisa 
Group, announced it was having debt issues. The company reportedly is looking to sell 18 properties to help 
fund impending interest payments.
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Odds and Ends
• Never shy from controversy, Elon Musk on Saturday said he would sell 10% of his stockholdings in Tesla if 
the move won backing in a Twitter poll, reinjecting himself into the debate over how some of the wealthiest 
Americans should be taxed. Musk is now considered the world’s richest person after a surge in the value of his 
Tesla stock, and previously blasted a proposed tax on billionaires that would have subjected some holdings 
of about 700 Americans to annual capital-gains taxes on increases in value. Tesla’s stock slid Monday morning 
after the results suggested that Musk would be selling a 10th of his stock. 
• One of the largest selloffs ever seen in international Chinese high yield bonds has translated to wiping out 
around a third of bondholder’s value in just six months. The rapid decline is largely in response to the recent 
distress in the local property market, which accounts for the majority of high yield issuance. At the end of last 
week, the yield on Chinese high yield bonds topped 25% for the first time since March 2009, near the peak of 
the Global Financial Crisis.   
• A rally in cryptocurrencies lifted two of the largest digital assets into record territory, with Ether notching 
all-time highs Monday as Bitcoin pushed to record levels. A steady rally in Ether, the coin that underpins the 
Ethereum blockchain network, pushed it to a new record in late October, topping the previous all-time highs 
set in May, with Ether notching its latest record on November 3rd. 
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Disclaimer

This commentary was written by Craig Amico, CFA®, CIPM®, Senior Investment Analyst, Noreen Brown, CFA®, Director of 
Portfolio Management and Steven Melnick, CFA®, Senior Investment Analyst at Summit Financial, LLC., an SEC Registered 
Investment Adviser (“Summit”), headquartered at 4 Campus Drive, Parsippany, NJ 07054, Tel. 973-285-3600. It is provided 
for your information and guidance and is not intended as specific advice and does not constitute an offer to sell securities. 
Summit is an investment adviser and offers asset management and financial planning services. Indices are unmanaged 
and cannot be invested into directly. The Sustainable Spotlight portion of this report is written and provided by Seeds 
Investor LLC (“Seeds”). Seeds is an SEC Registered Investment Advisor which is not affiliated with Summit. The market 
return chart returns are represented by the following indices: large cap value by Russell 1000 Value TR Index, large cap 
blend by Russell 1000 TR Index, large cap growth by Russell 1000 Growth TR Index, mid cap value by Russell Mid Cap 
Value TR Index, mid cap blend by Russell Mid Cap TR Index, mid cap growth by Russell Mid Cap Growth TR Index, small 
cap value by Russell 2000 Value TR Index, small cap blend by Russell 2000 TR Index, and small cap growth by Russell 2000 
Growth TR Index, international developed by the MSCI EAFE NR USD Index, Emerging Markets by the MSCI EM NR USD 
Index, U.S. Aggregate Bond by the BBgBarc US Agg Bond TR USD Index, U.S. Municipals by the BBgBarc Municipal TR 
USD Index, and Corporate High Yield by the BBgBarc US Corporate High Yield TR USD Index. The Wilshire 5000 Total 
Market Index measures the performance of all U.S.-headquartered equity securities with readily available price data. The 
Standard & Poor’s 500 Index (S&P 500) is an unmanaged group of securities considered to be representative of the stock 
market. The Russell 2000 Index is a market-cap weighted index comprised of the smallest 2,000 companies within the 
Russell 3000 Index, a larger market-cap index made up of the largest 3,000 publicly traded companies in the U.S., nearly 
98% of the investable U.S. stock market. The MSCI EAFE Index (Europe, Australasia, Far East) is a free float-adjusted 
market capitalization index designed to measure the equity market performance of developed markets, excluding the U.S. 
and Canada. The MSCI Europe Index captures large- and mid-cap representation across 15 Developed Markets countries 
in Europe, covering approximately 85% of the free float-adjusted market capitalization across the European Developed 
Markets equity universe. The MSCI Emerging Markets (EM) Index captures large- and mid-cap representation across 26 
Emerging Markets countries, covering approximately 85% of the free float-adjusted market capitalization in each country. 
The MSCI Japan Index captures large- and mid-cap representation of the Japanese market, covering approximately 
85% of the free float-adjusted market capitalization in Japan. The Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index is a 
market capitalization-weighted index comprising Treasury securities, Government agency bonds, mortgage backed bonds, 
corporate bonds, and some foreign bonds traded in the U.S. The Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate Ex U.S. Index 
measures the performance of global investment grade fixed-rate debt markets that excludes USD-denominated securities. 
The Bloomberg Barclays Municipal Bond Index covers the U.S. dollar-denominated long-term tax-exempt bond market. 
Created by the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE), the Volatility Index, or VIX, is a real-time market index that 
represents the market’s expectation of 30-day forward-looking volatility. Data in this newsletter is obtained from sources 
which we, and our suppliers believe to be reliable, but we do not warrant or guarantee the timeliness or accuracy of this 
information. Consult your financial professional before making any investment decision. Past performance is no guarantee 
of future results. Diversification/asset allocation does not ensure a profit or guarantee against a loss.

Kandor Global Advisors LLC is a registered investment advisor. Information in this message is for the intended recipi-
ent[s] only. Please visit our website www.kandorglobal.com for important disclosures

The attached materials, URLs, or referenced external websites are created and maintained by a third-party, which is not 
affiliated with Kandor Global Advisors LLC. or its affiliates. The information and opinions found within have not been verified 
by Kandor Global Advisors LLC, nor do we make any representations as to its accuracy and completeness. Kandor Global 
Advisors LLC, and affiliates are not endorsing these third-party services, or their privacy and security policies, which may 
differ from ours.  We recommend that you review these third-party’s policies and terms.


